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Emerging 
Production of Writing
 

 
Knowledge of Language
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify the purpose of an essay 1. Identify the author's purpose   GEU

Identify the rhetorical purpose of words 1. Use personification   UBQ

Connect information to the main idea 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   N5X

Identify progression of ideas 1. Read about science and nature   H5Q

Identify main ideas 1. Determine the main idea of a passage   DB7

Identify relationships within paragraphs 1. Compare and contrast in informational
texts   G7X

Standard IXL skills

Communicate ideas clearly 1. Suggest appropriate revisions   25J

Use consistent style and tone

Use conjunctions 1. Identify coordinating conjunctions   PHY

2. Identify subordinating conjunctions   FSY

Use parallel structure 1. Use parallel structure   ACY

Standard IXL skills

Place modifiers correctly 1. Misplaced modifiers with pictures   J89

Use consistent verb tense 1. Simple past, present, and future tense:
review   GLY
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Create complex sentences 1. Is the sentence simple, compound, or
complex?   WA8

2. Identify dependent and independent
clauses   K9B

Avoid errors in pronoun-antecedent agreement 1. Identify pronouns and their antecedents   RPV

Use plural, possessive, and singular nouns 1. Identify plurals, singular possessives, and plural
possessives   QDE

Use comparative and superlative adjectives and
adverbs

1. Choose between adjectives and adverbs   KMT

2. Is the word an adjective or adverb?   FCV

Use prepositions 1. Identify prepositions   SPC

2. Identify prepositions and their objects   4X5

Use commas 1. Identify appositives and appositive phrases   QRC

2. Is it a phrase or a clause?   LMH
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Close 
Production of Writing
 

 
Knowledge of Language
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Identify the purpose of an essay 1. Identify the author's purpose   H9H

Use words purposefully 1. Describe the difference between related
words   G57

2. Positive and negative connotation   45Q

Connect sentences to the main idea 1. Match causes and effects in informational
texts   MKL

2. Match problems with their solutions   BHK

Order sentences logically

Use transition words or phrases 1. Transitions with conjunctive adverbs   8BF

Standard IXL skills

Use concise language to avoid redundancy 1. Remove redundant words or phrases   BGN

Use formal and informal language 1. Which sentence is more formal?   R5Q

Communicate relationships between ideas 1. Use coordinating conjunctions   N62

Use parallel structure 1. Use parallel structure   ACY

Standard IXL skills

Place modifiers correctly 1. Select the misplaced or dangling modifier   KSR

Use consistent verb tense 1. Correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense   B2Q

Identify pronoun-antecedent agreement 1. Use the pronoun that agrees with the
antecedent   WLM
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Use plural, possessive, and singular nouns 1. Form the singular or plural possessive   GWU

2. Form and use plurals: review   QSP

Use comparative and superlative adjectives and
adverbs

1. Form and use comparative and superlative
adjectives   RCL

2. Form and use comparative and superlative
adverbs   9X4

Use prepositions 1. Identify prepositional phrases   NXJ

Use commas 1. Commas with direct addresses, introductory
words, interjections, and interrupters   KUB

2. Commas: review   UXZ
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Ready 
Production of Writing
 

 
Knowledge of Language
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Connect sentences to the main idea 1. Trace an argument   5LX

2. Identify supporting details in informational
texts   LZS

3. Identify supporting details in literary texts   W8V

Use words purposefully 1. Identify appeals to ethos, pathos, and logos in
advertisements   7BT

Order sentences logically

Use topic sentences 1. Identify thesis statements   ERK

Standard IXL skills

Use concise language to avoid redundancy 1. Remove redundant words or phrases   BGN

Use consistent tone 1. Compare passages for tone   6RG

Use formal and informal language 1. Which sentence is more formal?   ZXT

Communicate relationships between ideas 1. Use the correct pair of correlative
conjunctions   9LC

Use parallel verb forms in a sentence

Standard IXL skills

Place modifiers correctly 1. Are the modifiers used correctly?   Z9U

Use parallel structure between clauses 1. Use parallel structure   APM

Use subordinating conjunctions 1. Create varied sentences based on models   RKF
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Avoid errors with subject-verb agreement 1. Use the correct subject or verb   UZN

2. Use the correct verb – with compound
subjects   8XP

Use plural, possessive, and singular nouns 1. Form and use plurals of compound nouns   GMJ

2. Identify and correct errors with plural and
possessive nouns   FWH

Use reflexive pronouns 1. Choose between personal and reflexive
pronouns   HRQ

Use prepositions 1. Identify prepositional phrases   NXJ

Use commas to join clauses 1. Commas with compound and complex
sentences   U65

Use commas to separate adjectives 1. Commas with coordinate adjectives   5L5

Use commas to set off phrases and clauses 1. What does the punctuation suggest?   9AR
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Exceeding 
Production of Writing
 

 
Knowledge of Language
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Connect sentences to the main idea 1. Trace an argument   5LX

Use words purposefully 1. Use appeals to ethos, pathos, and logos in
persuasive writing   8F4

Decide if sentences support the text 1. Compare information from two texts   UYD

Order sentences logically

Use topic sentences 1. Choose the topic sentence that best captures
the main idea   6CH

Standard IXL skills

Use concise language to avoid redundancy 1. Remove redundant words or phrases   JHX

Use consistent tone 1. Compare passages for tone   NSM

Use formal and informal language 1. Which text is most formal?   GT9

Communicate relationships between ideas 1. Use the correct pair of correlative
conjunctions   9LC

Use consistent phrasing within a paragraph 1. Use parallel structure   APM

Standard IXL skills

Use parallel structure within a sentence 1. Identify sentences with parallel structure   CGB

Use subordinating conjunctions

Use consistent verb tense 1. Identify and correct inappropriate shifts in verb
tense   74U
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Avoid errors with subject-verb agreement 1. Correct errors with subject-verb agreement   94Y

2. Correct errors with indefinite pronoun-verb
agreement   EWG

3. Use the correct verb – with compound
subjects   7S6

Maintain pronoun-antecedent agreement 1. Correct inappropriate shifts in pronoun number
and person   MSZ

Use plural, possessive, and singular nouns 1. Identify and correct errors with compound and
joint possession   VEC

Use reflexive pronouns 1. Use reflexive pronouns   KVA

Use comparative and superlative adjectives and
adverbs

1. Good, better, best, bad, worse, and worst   9ML

2. Well, better, best, badly, worse, and worst   VEZ

Use prepositions 1. Identify prepositional phrases   NXJ

Use commas to join clauses 1. Commas with compound and complex
sentences   U65

Use commas to separate adjectives 1. Commas with coordinate adjectives   5L5

Use commas to set off phrases and clauses 1. Commas with nonrestrictive elements   RAL

Remove unnecessary punctuation 1. Decide whether ellipses are used
appropriately   5SL

2. Use semicolons, colons, and commas with
lists   H9K

3. Use dashes   HHA

4. Use hyphens in compound adjectives   JMH

5. Formatting quotations and dialogue   WX9
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